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Abstract
This paper analyzes some graph issues by using the symbolic programMathematica and its version for theWeb,webMathematica. In particular,
we consider the problem of graph coloring: the assignment of colors to the vertices/edges of the graph such that adjacent vertices/edges are colored
differently. In addition, we address the problem of obtaining the tenacity of binomial trees with Mathematica. Finally, we describe briefly an
example of the application of our software to a scheduling problem.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The use of graphs is quite standard in many scientific
fields, including paths in networks for grids [7,18], peer-to-peer
networks [5,9], neural and functional networks for artificial
intelligence [8,10,11,14,17], automatic differentiation [15],
interactive optimization [16], text classification [13], etc.
A graph G is a mathematical structure consisting of two
sets V (G) (vertices of G) and E(G) (edges of G). Proper
coloring of a graph is an assignment of colors either to the
vertices of the graph, or to the edges, in such a way that
adjacent vertices/edges are colored differently [1,2,12,21,22].
These problems are usually referred to as vertex coloring and
edge coloring problems, respectively.
Vertex and edge coloring play remarkable roles in
many applied problems, including scheduling, clustering,
assignment of radio frequencies, separating combustible
chemical combinations, and computer optimization. Compiler
optimization is a classical application for coloring, where we
seek to schedule the use of a finite number of registers. In a
program fragment to be optimized, each variable has a range
of times during which its value must be kept intact, and in∗ Corresponding author.
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two variables whose life spans intersect cannot be placed in
the same register. One feasible approach to this problem is
to construct a graph where there is a variable associated with
each vertex and then to add an edge between any two vertices
representing variables whose life spans intersect. A coloring of
the vertices of this graph assigns the variables to classes such
that two variables with the same color do not clash, and so can
be assigned to the same register. No conflicts can occur if each
vertex is colored with a distinct color. However, the goal is to
find a coloring using the minimum number of colors, because
computers have a limited number of registers. The minimum
number of colors required for a proper vertex coloring of a
graph G is known as its chromatic number of G, denoted by
χ(G). Similarly, χ ′(G) denotes the chromatic index of G, that
is the minimum number of colors necessary to color the edges
of G. Graph coloring is an optimization problem: it has been
proved that, for a given graph G, χ ′(G) is either 4(G) or
4(G)+1, where4(G) denotes the maximum degree of a vertex
in G. Then the graph G belongs to one of two classes; either to
class 1 or to class 2. This classification problem is NP-complete,
and this implies that there are no polynomial-time algorithms
for this problem [3].
On the other hand, the stability of a communication
network consisting of processing nodes and communication
links is of prime importance to network designers. As the
network begins to lose links or nodes, eventually there is a
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be constructed to be as stable as possible, not only with
respect to initial disruptions, but also with respect to the
possible reconstruction of the network. One way of measuring
the stability of a network (computer, communication, or
transportation) is through the ease (or the cost) with which one
can disrupt the network. To measure the stability of a network
we have some graph parameters like connectivity, integrity,
toughness and tenacity. In an analysis of the stability of a
network to disruption, these parameters allow us to deal with
two fundamental questions about the resulting graph:
(1) How many vertices can still communicate ?
(2) How difficult is it to reconnect the network ?
The connectivity is the minimum number of vertices whose
removal disconnects the graph. The connectivity gives the
minimum cost to disrupt the network but it does not take
into account what remains after its disruption. The integrity
is defined by I (G) = minS⊂V (G){|S| + m(G − S)}, where
m(G − S) denotes the order of a largest component of G − S
and is determined using ad hoc methods. The connectivity and
integrity account for the first question. The second question is
addressed by the toughness of a graph, denoted by t (G), that
is defined as t (G) = min{|S|/w(G − S) : S ⊆ V }, where the
minimum is taken over all cut-sets S in V(G).
One might, however, handle both of the above questions
simultaneously. The basic idea is to associate the cost with
the number of vertices destroyed to get small components
and the reward with the number of components remaining
after destruction. The concept of tenacity was introduced by
Cozzens, Moazzami and Stueckle [6] as a measure of graph
stability in this sense. Formally, the tenacity is T (G) =
min{(|S| + m(G/S))/w(G − S) : S ⊆ V }, where m(G − S)
and w(G − S) denote the order of the largest component and
the number of components in G − S, respectively. The tenacity
for several classes of graphs is analyzed in [4,6].
In this paper we deal with some graph issues by using
the symbolic program Mathematica and its version for
the Internet, webMathematica. Mathematica is a high-level
programming language [25]. It is also a system developed
for doing mathematics by computer. webMathematica adds
interactive calculations and visualizations to a web site
by integrating Mathematica with the latest web server
technology [24]. It makes all of the functionality of
Mathematica available over the web. The use of Mathematica
in Graph Theory has been extensively explained by Steven
Skiena [19]. His Combinatorica package, an extension to
the popular computer algebra system Mathematica, is the most
comprehensive software available for graph theory. It includes
functions for constructing graphs and other combinatorial
objects, for computing invariants of these objects, and finally
for displaying them. It has been perhaps the most widely used
software for teaching and research in discrete mathematics
since its initial release in 1990 [20].
In this paper, we consider the problem of graph coloring: an
assignment of colors to the vertices/edges of the graph such that
adjacent vertices/edges are colored differently [23]. In addition,we address the problem of obtaining the tenacity of binomial
trees withMathematica. Finally, we describe briefly an example
of the application of our software to a scheduling problem.
2. Mathematica and webMathematica applications
In this section, we show some applications of our ColorG
package to coloring the vertices and the edges of graphs
on the web by using webMathematica. Interested readers are
kindly invited to visit the URL: http://gauss.iyte.edu.tr:8080/
webMathematica/goksen/index.msp to run these and many
other examples by themselves. We use some commands in
the Combinatorica package with Mathematica to color the
vertices/edges of graphs and to give web-based examples with
webMathematica. Similarly, we use some commands in the
ColorG package withMathematica to color the edges of graphs
and to give web-based examples with webMathematica. In this
example, the user can select the CompleteGraph, Cycle, Grid
Graph, Star, RandomTree of any graph and enter the number
of vertices to get the vertex-colored graph. If the user presses
the Grid Graph button and enters the number of rows and
columns, he/she can get the vertex-colored grid graph as in
Fig. 1.
The most important operations on graphs are the sum, union,
join, and product of two graphs. ColorG does these operations
with the most common graphs: complete graph, random tree,
wheel, and cycle with webMathematica as shown in Fig. 2.
If the number of the vertices of a graph is entered, it is
possible to see the Eulerian/Hamiltonian cycle in that graph if
one exists. Interested readers are kindly invited to try this at
the URL: http://gauss.iyte.edu.tr:8080/webMathematica/atina/
index1.msp.
2.1. An application
Some scheduling problems induce a graph coloring, i.e., an
assignment of positive integers (colors) to the vertices of a
graph. We discuss a simple example for coloring the vertices
of a graph with a small number k of colors and present
computational results for calculating its chromatic number,
i.e., the minimal possible value of such a k. There are seven
tour bus companies in the Istanbul area, each visiting no more
than three different locations from among Taksim, Kadikoy,
Bakirkoy, and Sultanahmet during a day. The same location
cannot be visited by more than one tour bus company on the
same day.
If we set up a schedule so that every bus is used once, and
every place is visited at least once, how many days will the
schedule take ?
Set of tour bus companies: B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7.
Locations for each company: {Taksim}, {Taksim, Kadikoy},
{Bakirkoy}, {Kadikoy, Bakirkoy}, {Taksim, Sultanahmet},
{Bakirkoy, Sultanahmet}, {Kadikoy, Sultanahmet}.
Let B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} be a set of tour bus companies
and P = {1, 2, 3, 4} be the set of locations (respectively
Taksim, Kadikoy, Bakirkoy, Sultanahmet). P(b) be the set of
locations which will be visited by the bus company b ∈ B
(Fig. 3). Form a graph G = G(B, E), where x, y ∈ B are
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Fig. 2. Graph operations and coloring with webMathematica.adjacent if and only if P(x)
⋂
P(y) 6= Ø. Then each proper
vertex coloring of G yields a schedule with the vertices in any
color class representing the schedule on a particular day. Thus
χ(G) gives the minimum number of days required for the bus
schedule. The Mathematica commands for this solution are as
follows:<<DiscreteMath‘ColorG‘
k=Input["Input the number of locations that
will be visited by the tour bus companies"];
S=Table[Input["List the labels for the
tour bus companies that
will visit this location"],k];
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Union[Flatten[Table[KSubsets[S[[i]],2],
{i,k}],1]];
ColorVertices[t=DrawG[%]];
h=VertexColoring[t]; d=ChromaticNumber[t];
Print[d "days are required and you can
see below the label of the bus companies
in the same parenthesis which are on the
same day"]
Table[Flatten[Position[h,i],2],{i,Max[h]}]
Three days are required and you can see below the bus
companies in which are on the same day in each set of
parentheses.
{{1, 3, 7}, {2, 6}, {4, 5}}
2.2. Graphing of binomial trees
We used the Combinatorica package and developed a
module to draw binomial trees with Mathematica (Fig. 4). The
module DrawG must be added to the package DiscreteMath
‘Combinatorica’, and then the package must be loaded.
DrawG[elist ]:=
Module[{el=elist,vl,size,nv},
# el: list of edges, vl: list of vertices
{size,vl}={Length[#],Union
[Flatten[#]]} @ el;
el=List[#]& /@ el;
vl=CompleteGraph[Length[vl]][[2]];
Graph[el,vl]
]
The following module BinomTree[n], draws the binomial
tree with a vertices. BinomTree[a ]:=
Module[{tt},
tt=Flatten[
Table[{2n*(2m-1),2(n+1)*m},{n,0,a-1},
{m,1,2(a−n−1)}],
1];
BinomialTree=DrawG[tt];
ShowLabeledGraph[RootedEmbedding[%]];
Print[‘‘BinomialTree"]
]Fig. 4. A view of B4 with Mathematica.
2.3. Tenacity of a graph
We developed a module that computes the tenacity of
graphs: you can input the number of the vertices of a binomial
tree and get its tenacity:
BinomTree[n]
bt=BinomialTree;
g=Edges[bt]; rr=Max[g]; d=Range[rr];
b=Subsets[d];
t=Intersection[b,Complement[b,{{},d}]];
lt=Length[t];
m=Table[ConnectedComponents[DeleteVertices
[bt,t[[i]]]],{i,1,lt}];
m1=Table[Max[Table[r[i ]=Length[m[[i]][[f]]],
{f,1,Length[m[[i]]]}]],
{i,1,lt}];
m2=Table[Table[r[i ]=Length[m[[i]]],{i,1,lt}]];
s=Length[#]& /@ t;
Ten=(m1[[#]]+s[[#]])/m2[[#]]& /@ Range[lt];
Print["Tenacity=",Min[Ten]]
Instead of BinomTree[n], you can also use Cycle[n],
CompleteGraph[n], Wheel[n], etc., and get the tenacity of
these graphs.
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